
1 12 year olds minimum can take part with their own care-giver but it is not advisable to promote as a children’s activity. 

 
 
 
 

 
Running a Craftivism Workshop 

 
A ‘gentle protest’ craftivism (craft + activism) workshop is a fantastic way of attracting and involving 
attendees in your event. This quiet and calm craftivism activity for adults1 is perfect for helping 
participants deeply engage with the local heritage stories of ‘People Power’ that you’re focusing on 
whilst also encouraging them to dare to dream of their own visions for the future, inspired by the 
changemakers of the past who have shaped the present day. No craft skills are needed, just an 
open mind, open heart and a bit of patience.  
 
A craftivism session can be a fulfilling experience for all involved whether you are an expert 
craftsperson or have never stitched before. Here are a few top tips to help you stage one, or even 
a few workshops, as part of your Heritage Open Days festival. 
 
Resource list:  
• Pre-cut felt cloud shapes (A6 size) 
• Pre-cut cotton cloud shapes containing two pieces of cotton fused together with bondaweb (A6 

size) 
• Biro pen 
• Fabric pen 
• Embroidery threads 
• Embroidery needles (size 5-7 recommended) 
• Embroidery scissors  
• Stuffing (e.g. hemp, bamboo, shredded paper, strips of old fabric) 
• Clear fishing wire to hang your cloud 
• A4 instructions sheet (double sided) can be downloaded here 
• Optional Extras:  
• Any other embellishments you would like (sequins, buttons) 

 
The setting: 
Your workshop can be for 5 people or 500 people. The most effective workshops are staged in a 
quiet, closed-off room away from any distractions. Carrying out your workshop in a public space 
can be a good way to engage passers-by too but it may also distract your attendees. When 
planning your workshop consider what is your priority – the quality of the workshop and the object 
you make, or attracting more people to join in. Both are equally valuable. You decide.  
 
It’s a good idea to make the room, or space that your workshop is taking place in feel inviting. A 
comfortable, appealing setting always helps people feel at ease straight away and creates a warm, 
welcoming atmosphere from the start. Choosing a room with plenty of natural light is advisable, as 
crafting can be quite detailed work and ensuring people can comfortably see their handiwork will 
help them feel relaxed as they go about creating it.  
 
Light-coloured tablecloths and flowers make for excellent table decorations, as they can soften and 
brighten-up any room. The bursts of natural colour will spread positivity and help attendees feel 
connected to nature as they craft. A plate of grapes on each table for everyone to share can create 
a sense of community, even with strangers, whilst instrumental music or recorded birdsong in the 
background can give the experience a relaxed, intimate feel and help people focus on the activity. 
Check out the free 'Crafterthought playlist' here.  
                                                
 



1 12 year olds minimum can take part with their own care-giver but it is not advisable to promote as a children’s activity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Structure: 
You could create a timed workshop that lasts an hour or more or create a drop-in activity space 
with volunteers on hand. Either way it’s important to download and print out our instruction sheets 
for each participant to read carefully and follow step by step, stitch by stitch. 
 
You want people to reflect on the ‘crafterthought questions’ on your instruction sheet and your local 
heritage stories of past dream-makers throughout the activity. They are just as important as any 
step-by-step craft instructions and it’s crucial that they are front of mind for your attendees 
throughout the session. Make sure the details of both are clearly visible for everyone to see and 
that your workshop facilitator has the confidence to help people focus on the project. It would be a 
wasted opportunity if people were distracted and discussing their favourite TV shows rather than 
using the time to reflect on the stories you have of local dreamers and changemakers from the past 
who have shaped our present day as well as consider the changes they’d like to see in the world.  
 
Craft the message:  
This can be the most difficult part for participants. Our brains find it easier to think about what we 
do not want in our world (e.g. no plastic in the oceans) rather than the vision of a world we want to 
live in (clear, healthy oceans). A large part of your role at the beginning of the activity is to help 
people turn their worries about the future into dreams for a happier, healthier and more harmonious 
society by helping them craft their message. Participants often have many visions of a better world 
they want to be part of, you may have to help them pick one vision and turn it into a short message 
for their cloud but encourage them to hold their other visions close to their heart too. 
 
What next? 
It’s important to give some thought to how you’ll keep the momentum going once your workshop 
has run and been a storming success. Consider how to continue the conversation about your local 
heritage stories and any future Heritage Open Days events you are organising with those who 
attended your workshop. Think about how best to keep them updated with local history news and 
encourage them to continue striving to reach that dream they were crafting towards. You could 
recommend they share their progress on social media with @craftivists and @heritageopenday, so 
a like-minded online community can enjoy the great things they’ve made too.  If participants have 
not finished their cloud by the end of the session, encourage them to take their resources home to 
complete their project to inspire themselves and others to be positive history-makers of the future.  
 
Craftivists unite! Good luck to everyone running a workshop and to all using their head, hands, and 
hearts to create little catalysts for a brighter, more positive future for all. 
 
Yours in solidarity,  
 
 
 
 
 
Sarah Corbett, Founder of the Craftivist Collective and creator of #DareToDream project with Heritage Open Days. 
P.S. Contact me sarah@craftivist-collective.com if you have any questions or you would like to arrange an informal 
phone conversation to help you prepare. 


